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East India Company,the advent of India as a nuclear
power,Pakistaniindependence,or the rise of a widely
popularIndianfilm genre. And, I would have hoped
to see a kind of "Orientalist"commentaryabout why
Indian design, along with tea and spices, was so desirable for a contrastingBritishculture.
On the other hand, while this is an excellent
research tool, Dutta may just have included far too
much- too many sources and documents and a great
many distractionsand asides. Reading The Bureaucracy of Beauty is a bit like watching a hiker who,
being undecided about what to take along, takes everythinghe or she can get her handson but then finds
it is difficultto move forwardat a comfortablepace.
DAVID GOLDBLATT

Departmentof Philosophy
Denison University
ed. Participation. London and
bishop, claire,
Massachusetts:Whitechapeland MIT Press,2007,
208 pp., $22.95 paper.
Claire Bishop's thinking first came to my attention
when I read her article "Antagonismand Relational
Aesthetics" {October,Fall 2004), in which she takes
issue with several central claims of Nicolas Bourriaud's book, Relational Aesthetics (les Presses du
Reel, 1998). Bourriaud became prominent in the
1990s as a critic and curator who championed a
stable of artists, including Rirkrit Tiravanija,Liam
Gillick, Pierre Huyghe, and Christine Hill, among
others, whose artworks in one way or another engage human interactions and their social contexts
rather than asserting private symbolic spaces. This
work, which Bourriauddubbed "relationalart" belongs to the broader field of installation art but is
distinguishedby an additional emphasis on the uses
to which these constructedspaces are put. For example, Tiravanija'sart characteristicallyentails meals
of vegetable curryor pad thai cooked and served to
participatingaudience members, who do not stand
as isolated viewers in one-to-one relationshipswith
the work, but rather come to constitute something
like a community- if only momentarily.The emphasis on social relationships immediately invests this
work with political significance. But Bourriaud is
careful to distinguishthese politics from those of its
precursorsin the 1960s and before. Contemporary
relational artists, he contends, do not maintain the
same teleological, Utopianaspirationsas the avantgardes of the twentieth century.They relinquishany
claim to critique society as a totality for being predicated upon an untenable pretense to marginality.
Instead, they constructwhat he calls "micro-topias,"
which renounce social change through conflicts and
clashes, but nevertheless mount implicit critiques of

modernmass cultureand elaborate alternativeforms
of sociability.
Bishop argues that Bourriaudfails to address the
quality of the relationships in relational aesthetics.
He idealizes community by treating it exclusively in
terms of the structure of the artwork that he contends produces it; but he never reflects on the relationship between a work's form and the specific
conditions that define its content. Who is the public?
How is the culture made? And who is it for? Correlatively, Bishop challenges the model of democracy as congeniality,which Bourriaud celebrates in
this work, by appealing to the political philosophy
of Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau. They argue
that democratic society is one in which antagonism
has not been exhausted, but rather is essential. New
political frontiers must constantly develop and be
debated. Without antagonism there is only the imposed consensus of the status quo. And in Bourriaud's defense of relational art, Bishop argues, his
failure to consider the concrete social differences,
defined by various forms of antagonism, obscures
the politics of communicationratherthan addressing
them.
In response to Bourriaud's relational aesthetics,
Bishop elaborates a theory of relationalantagonism.
And, as foils to the artistshe champions,she defends
work by artistswho similarlythematize the relationshipsbetween membersof their audiences,but do not
thereby collapse these relationshipsinto the form of
the work itself. Among them, Santiago Sierra provides a particularlyvivid example. The titles of his
works serve to describe them: 250cm Line Tattooed
on Six PaidPeople;WorkersWhoCannotBe Paid,Remuneratedto RemainInside CardboardBoxes;and so
forth. Whereas artistslike Tiravanijathematize context without addressingits concrete determinations,
Bishop contends that Sierrasituateshis projectsin relationshipto specific social conditions,such as immigration, wages, street commerce, and homelessness,
in order to highlight the divisions they entail. And,
while some dismiss Sierra's work as merely nihilistic or tritely stating the obvious fact that capitalism
exploits, Bishop reads it as democratic specifically
because it provokes moments of racialand economic
nonidentification,which provide concrete polemical
grounds for rethinking our relationships to one another and the world.
In the broader framework of contemporary debates concerning the politics of aesthetics, Bishop's
argumenthas the great virtue of articulatinga position beyond the impasse between postmodernacquiescence and modernist refusal. The art she defends
concedes its complicity in the broader framework
of social and cultural institutions, but it does not
thereby affirm them. It maintains a critical negativity in its attention to antagonism,without therefore
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withdrawinginto the melancholy of the lost promise
of art's autonomy.
In ParticipationBishop has organized a collection
of essays that document the "relational"dimension
of contemporary art, situate it loosely in art history, and articulate its complexities and contradictions. It belongs to the series of books Documents
of ContemporaryArt, published by MIT Press and
London'sWhitechapelGallery,which explore defining aspects of contemporaryart by bringingtogether
centralarticlesin whichthey have been identifiedand
throughwhich they have been articulated.Other titles in the series include The Archive (2006), The
Artist'sJoke (2007), The Cinematic (2007), Colour
(2008), Design and Art (2007), The Everyday(2008),
and The Gothic (2007). The book is divided into
three sections consistingof theoretical essays,artists'
writings,and critical-curatorialpositions, which are
arranged in that order but read better (and perhapsshould have been organized)beginningwith the
artists'statements,followed by critical-curatorialdefenses of the work,and only finallyturningto broader
theoretical reflections on art and social life more
generally.
Most of the writingsby artists included in Participation locate the explorations of social dynamicsin
art since the 1950s within the broader frameworkof
attempts to break down the distinction between art
and life. But their motivations and strategies for doing so are diverse. For some, like Alan Kaprow,the
problem is primarilyaesthetic:an attempt to subvert
the conventions of theater, to unearththe performative dimensions of painting, and to engage the rich
aesthetic underdeterminationof the modern world.
For most other artists included in the book, however, the problem of art's relationship to the everyday is loaded with political significance.But they are
still furtherdistinguishedby their distinctconcepts of
modern society and political action. In the included
excerpts from Guy Debord's "Towardsa Situationist International,"for instance, he explains his attempt to subvert the distinctionbetween art and life
in terms of the New Left's extension of Marx's critique of commodity-fetishismto bourgeois cultureas
a totality. Both the purported autonomy of fine art
and the spectacles of consumer culture are, for Debord, reificationsof social dynamics,which he wants
to shatter and reanimate by constructingsituations
which activate the audience not only as participants
in the "piece" but as agents in the world's transformation.Joseph Beuys similarlytreats art as a revolutionary power, but he explicitly divorces his interest
in social sculpture from Marxist considerations of
class by appealing instead to the universal concept
of "man,"advocating direct democracy rather than
socialist revolution and proclaiming "every human
being is an artist"(p. 125).

Many of the projectsdescribedin this first section
of the book captured my imagination- but they also
piqued my skepticism.Forinstance,I am sympathetic
to Beuys's attemptto provoke the membersof his audience to engage the aesthetics of the world in which
they live, as the realizationof the social dimensionin
art that has been recognized by philosophersat least
since Kant's discussionof the sensus communis.But
when he so facilely insists that we all are artists, I
cannot help but wonder what the value is at stake: is
this a subversionof the fetishismof artworkor an extension of it? When Thomas Hirschhorninsists that
"Michel Foucault was an artist" and "philosophyis
art!" (p. 154) does it deepen one's appreciation of
Foucault'sthinking or strengthen one's critical acumen? Rather than having been integrated into the
fabric of life, art seems to have been elevated to a
transcendentprinciple:the highest good. And, while
Hirschhornpresents his installationsas informalresearch centers, he in fact relieves his audience of the
demandingand isolatingwork of rigorouscriticalreflection by "elevating" philosophy to catchphrases
and treatingthe names of canonicalphilosophersand
texts like magicalincantations.
Above all, the facile extension of art to everyday
life belies the development of artwork,over the last
several decades, into an ever more specialized profession, which tacitly frames this entire discussion
though is never explicitly addressed. In fact, only
within this specialized context could a plate of pad
thai appear as artworkrather than simply as dinner.
And self-consciousness of this fact is tacitly registered in Bourriaud'squalification of the politics of
relational art as distinct from the Utopian projects
of the 1960s. Nevertheless, included in the selection of critical-curatorialpositions in Participationis
the statement written by Molly Nesbit, Hans Ulrich
Obrist, and RirkritTiravanijafor "Utopia Station,"
the project they curated as part of the 2003 Venice
Biennale, in which they evoke the promise of a restored social totality, despite the obviously rarified,
institutional frameworkfor the exhibit. And, in his
critical reflections on the subject, Hal Foster intimates the obvious dialecticalconclusion:"[P]erhaps
discursivityand sociability are in the foregroundtoday because they are scarce elsewhere ... as though
the very idea of community has taken on a Utopian
tinge" (p. 194).
Participationprovides a clear, concise framingof
questions concerningsocial relations in art since the
1950s and presents a range of work and theoretical
subtleties that exceed the centralcontradictionsthat
I have focused on here. Professionalaestheticians,art
historians,and criticswill likely want to seek out the
originalsources from which many of the includedselections have been excerpted. Nevertheless they will
find that the book offers a helpfulmap of the relevant
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material. And, above all, Participationprovides an
excellent reader for anyone teaching relational aesthetics as a definingfeature of contemporaryart.
CLARKBUCKNER

The School of InterdisciplinaryStudies
San FranciscoArt Institute
heffernan, james a. w. CultivatingPicturacy: Visual Art and VerbalInterventions.Baylor University Press, 2006, xx + 417 pp., 17 color + 73 b&w
illus., $44.95cloth.
James Heffernan's CultivatingPicturacy:VisualArt
and Verbal Interventions is dedicated to W. J. T.
Mitchell, and in many ways it makes a perfect companion to Mitchell's well-known Iconology: Image,
Text,Ideology (University of Chicago Press, 1986).
Both authorsare English professorswho have taken
to observing pictures.Both have similar theoretical
commitments that stress the language-like requirements needed to understandpictures. But whereas
Mitchell'sbook announcedor codified a postmodern
conventionalismover twenty years ago, Heffernan's
instead takes that platformfor granted and does not
seek to defend it or go back to basics as might seem
to be necessary after so many years. As I will make
clear, I wish that he had.
CultivatingPicturacyis comprisedof an Introduction and two programmaticfirst chapters, "Literacy
and Picturacy:How Do We Learnto Read Pictures?"
and "Speakingfor Pictures:The Rhetoricof Art Criticism." Next follow historical studies in chronological order, bringingus from Leon Battista Alberti in
the fifteenth century to GerhardRichter today. The
historicalchapters are rich and should be consulted
by specialists in William Blake, Joshua Reynolds,
John Constable,J. M. W. Turner,Aubrey Beardsley,
and David Hockney. For the most part, they represent (especially the middle chapters) the enrichment of Enlightenmentand Romantic visual culture
throughHeffernan's deep knowledge of the contemporaryliterature(for example, WilliamWordsworth
for Constable, Lord Byron for Tbrner,Oscar Wilde
for Beardsley). In my opinion they do not directlyinvolve, however, pictorial literacy or "picturacy,"but
ratherrepresentstudies that are, in line with the subtitle of the book, "verbalinterventions"to visual art.
Since many of the chapters are just good interdisciplinary history, for the purposes of this review I
want to focus on the Introductionand programmatic
chaptersand the theoreticalpresumptionsHeffernan
makes about the role of language in pictures.
The concept announced in the title- 'picturacy'is an exciting neologism intended to capturethe idea
of pictorial literacy.Although the book is stimulating and learned, the concept itself is not developed.

In general, Heffernan operates with an idea that
when images cannot stand alone for their comprehension, they are relying on outside knowledge conveyed throughlanguage,which constitutes picturacy.
Thus he poses us two possibilities:(1) the idea that
the picture "speak for itself without words," or (2)
"requiringthat we decode and interpret [pictures]
as graphic signs, cultural constructionsof meaning"
(p. 16). These are widely divergentalternatives,many
gradationsof which are possible.
To Heffernan's eye, this is an adequate paradigm
because it resolves the main antagonism between
pre-(iconology) and fully semiotic approaches and
their detractors.Referringto a debate between semiotician Mieke Bal and critic James Elkins, in which
the "subsemiotic"elements of a paintingare not susceptible to analogizing to language- dabs, blotches,
andmarks- Heffernanpoints to a resolutionwhereby
even a hastilyindicatedfigurefrom an ancient Greek
fresco from Delos can only be examined by Elkins
because he already knows it is a ram. Thus Bal and
Elkins are both correct, and Heffernan can accommodate the latter's challenge by recognizingthat all
experience of art requiresnaming.
The point that he wantsto cede to Elkins,however,
is that this is not always a straightforwardproject.
That is, the act of recognition is not always straightforwardfor either classic iconology or semiotics.Picturacyis, thus,"learningto heed the often ambiguous
or contradictorymessages that they convey as well
as grappling with their indeterminacy,their refusal
to be categoricallyidentified with either materialobjects or words,verbal articulationsof their meaning"
(p. 25). This kind of definition is really broughtout in
a footnote where Heffernanglosses Mitchell'sdefinition of a "languageof art."Mitchell gave three kinds
of ways to construe this phrase but in the most pertinent variation called it "images regarded as a language:the semantic,syntactic,communicativepower
of images to encode messages . . . and 'speak' to us"
(p. 314, n.22). This is already slightly biased toward
language ("message,""speak"),but Heffernan gives
it an even more reduced sense in his gloss as "whatis
represented,signified, or 'spoken' by works of visual
art"(ibid.). This stacksthe deck towardthose semantic elements mentioned by Mitchelland remainswith
the what,ratherthan the syntactic,the how.
But pictorialliteracymust have some reference to
the differentiationwithin visual learningthat accompanies familiaritywith visual tradition;the concern
should be not with ambiguity in signification from
visual object to naming but from visual object to visual object. A brief discussion (p. 31) of a medieval
ivory relief carvingis instructivehere because it constitutes perhaps the only example of what is to my
mind true visual literacy.Heffernandiscussesthe ambiguity of space in the upper register in the Nativity
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